
STALIN.
You can seldom meet in the modern Russian
literature and Mass media brightly expressed
propagation and eulogy of Stalin as Great
Father of the Soviet peoples, which were usual
in times of Bregnev.
The improbable popularity of the person of
Stalin was replaced by indifference in a society.
However it does not mean that all his essence
suddenly has opened for understanding, that the
destiny of his son Vasily became accessible to a
public, and that the infinite disputes concerning
his government have ceased.

Let's return to times about which I can know only from the textbooks of a History
and documentary films. March 5, 1953 Stalin has died. For the majority of the
Soviet people the death of Stalin became the large shock. Thousands of people in
Moscow went on streets to say goodbye to the leader. But the people who have
suffered in times of Stalinism have preferred to stay at home.
To the beginning of 1950 there were of 5, 5 millions of prisoners.
But in eyes of the contemporaries Stalin still was a defender of the people and
guaranty of progress to communism. His death has not caused a sharp opposition
to a totalitarian regime because there was no organized opposition in country. The
reason was simple - victory in the Second World War, which brought feeling of
pride for a native land, successes in restoration destroyed economical structure, the
distribution of the Soviet model of socialism in other countries created a myth
about its perfection.
Stalin’s death showed real conditions in a Stalin environment. The struggle for
authority began in Kremlin. Under the strengthened escort were delivered to the
concreted reserved cellars of the Moscow Military district: main secretary of
Stalin, chief of a special department of shadowing behind the members of
government, Commandant of Moscow Kremlin, militarian Commandant of
Moscow, chief of personal Stalin’s protection. All of them were in single
chambers. The special group of the inspectors conducted interrogations round the
clock.

Lots of tragically and heavy years for our country passed since that days, most of
contemporaries of Stalin are dead. That’s why the history of his person is not so
much discussable now. Of course every year we can watch lot’s of films dedicated
to 2’nd World War which are showing us Stalin in all his periods of life. They all
are different (I mean products of Mass Media) some of them shows Stalin as a hero
of the War, as father of the nation and as the skillful governor, but some of them
(most of them are modern) shows him as a very angry father of the nation, who can
kill for any oversight, as a person with a very heavy Character.



As to a modern generation, Stalin means a symbol of a hard past of our country
that could bring our country to the top of the development through the rivers of
blood of citizens.
Of course in each dispute about Stalin a great attention is given to his similarity
with Hitler. But the main difference between them was that Hitler tried to reach
superiority of the Germany by destroying other nations and Stalin killed only those
who prevented USSR to rich the top of economical, technical and scientific
development. That’s why so many Russians were dead and banished to prisons
during those dark times in our history.
    The system of informing was so developed
that everyone even a child could put his parents
to a jail. By the purpose of children's education
was development of the man of the future
capable to do everything for the idea of Stralin.
    So we are those future men, who changed
our country so much: it’s not that great country
as it was in 1953, it’s not so developed as we
thought, the world is not getting better, wars are
not ending in the world and in our country too,
and Communism is far away in ass.

So what are we going to change else?


